BCU Social Media Disclosures:

BCU sponsors select pages on social media outlets that include, but are not limited to, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube and LinkedIn. We participate as a way to interact with a community of people
interested in discussing topics pertinent to BCU's products, services, members and communities served.
Please understand that non-BCU postings to BCU sponsored pages are not representative of the
opinions of BCU, nor does BCU confirm the accuracy of content posted by other users. BCU is not
responsible for the views and opinions of third-party users.

Any links which BCU may provide to any other site are provided for informational purposes
only. BCU is not affiliated, nor responsible, for the security, privacy or any other operations of the social
media outlet or service or third party applications and advertising that may be connected to or linked to
by them. We discourage clicking on links posted by other users, as these links may pose risk to your
computer or take you to inappropriate sites. We do not compensate for suggestions or ideas posted on
BCU sponsored pages and we reserve the right to remove postings and that are:
•Abusive, defamatory, or obscene
•Fraudulent, deceptive or misleading
•In violation of any intellectual property right of another
•In violation of any law or regulation
•Promoting or advertising a business
Do not include personal or account information in posts or private messages. BCU will never ask for your
Social Security number, account information, passwords or PINs via social outlets or email. BCU posts
are identified by the BCU logo. We may also direct you to our Secure Message Center within Online
Banking or ask for a contact number where you can be reached by a Member Service Representative to
provide further assistance.

BCU retains copies of communications it makes over social media platforms, including posts,
uploads, and messages for reference. BCU reserves the right to block users from posting on BCU
managed or sponsored pages who violate the terms of this policy.

